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Introduction
“Be aware
every day
whom you are
serving: the
voice of the
world or the
Voice of the
Father. Choose
in every day to
be the servant
of the Most
High.”
Jeshua

What a simple yet profound message Jeshua gives us in this
chapter, how to be a servant to our Creator (the Most High)! He
anticipates our ambivalent reaction to the word “servant”, but he
assures us that it is not the meaning that the world gives it. First
of all we need to be teachable, open and receptive to the Source
of our Being, whose intent is only for us to remember that God’s
will is always for our Highest Good.
A true servant in the Divine plan is humble, disciplined yet
obedient. This dedicated individual trusts God, looks for the
good or holiness in every situation and most importantly listens
to the Still, Small Voice inside for guidance and chooses in
conscious awareness the true Christ power. That actually sounds
to me like the attributes of a true master as well.

Discussion Questions
• What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
• What is your reaction to Jeshua’s use of the methaphor of the
servant and the characteristics that he describes of one who
is willing to be obedient to the will of the Father?
• What do you think of the definition of “discipline” that Jeshua
gives us: “remembering and choosing as often as is necessary,
Whom you serve and What you serve”? And he promises that
we will know great joy when we do so. Have you ever
experienced joy when you have followed a discipline and
have arrived at a place of understanding or perhaps mastery?
What part does discipline play in your life? Do you have a
spiritual practice that sometimes requires discipline to adhere
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to? Does it bring you joy?

Assignments
Affirmation for
the Week:
“I choose to look
upon everything
with new eyes
and see the good
in everything.”
Jeshua

1. Follow Jeshua’s instructions “The true servant trusts and has faith, and
will take the step in service even though he/she may not know and
does not see the whole/holiness of the vision. That is obedience:
trusting, surrendering, and having faith.” Have you had the
experience of trusting the voice of Spirit in your life? What happened
when you followed the urging? Have you had an experience of going
against it? What happened then? Discuss with a trust friend and
journal about it. Think about what you will do in the future or a
present situation that you are dealing with. Can you use the message
in this chapter to trust and look for the holiness?
2. Jeshua encourages us to say ‘here I am, Father. Show me. Teach me.
Guide me.” There is a hymn that I first hear at the Cathedral of Light
in Dallas, Texas that expressed that sentiment so profoundly that I was
moved to tears singing it. It is “Here I Am Lord.” Though some of the
words are a bit on the harsh Christian side (like sin), the meaning is
still powerful in expressing the desire to be the Servant to the will of
God. Listen to it at this YouTube site and let yourself feel it, especially
the chorus. Does your heart respond to the yearning in this song to be
of service to our Source? (Skip the ads.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcxOkht8w7c
There is also another inspiring song “Lord, I offer my life to you” that
also expresses a similar humble servant desire:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTLGBfv4xaM&index=8&list=RDEcxOkht8w7c

3. Use this affirmation daily: “I choose to look upon everything with
new eyes and see the good in everything.” Enjoy!
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NOTES
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